We discuss interval techniques for speeding up the exact evaluation of geometric predicates and describe an eflicient implementation of interval arithmetic that is strongly influenced by the rounding modes of the widely used IEEE 754 standard. Using this approach we engineer an efficient floating point filter for the computation of the sign of a determinant that works for arbitrary dimensions, Furthermore we show how to use our interval techniques for exact linear optimization problems of low dimension as they arise in geometric computing. We validate our approach experimentally, comparing it with other static, dynamic and semi-static filters.
Introduction
Numerical inaccuracy in the evaluation of arithmetic predicates is one of the main obstacles in implementing geometric algorithms robustly. There are numerous approaches to get the problem under control, of which the immediate solution of exact computation stands out because of its generality. For faster yet exact computation, arithmetic filters were proposed in [9, 151 and showed to be efficient both in practice [lo, 181 and in theory [7] .
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sco 38 Minneapolis Minnesota USA Copyr@t ACM 1798 0.87771.973-4/98/6...$5.00 per bounds on the input variables are known in advance. Semi-static filters remedy most of the mentioned problems, but divisions and square roots can only be handled at the price of a significantly reduced quality of the resulting error bounds. Moreover, to use semi-static filters the complete structure of a computation has to be preprocessed in advance. Dynamic filtering on the other hand is often considered too inefficient for use in computational geometry. First advances have been made to incorporate dynamic filters into the LEDA reals [5] .
In this paper, we propose to use interval analysis [16, 17, 131 for more efficient dynamic filters. The technique is based on carefully engineered interval arithmetic. It is very simple to use and yields the most fle.xible dynamic floating-point filters we know: divisions can be handled as well as square roots and hence the technique is not limited to rational expressions. With the IEEE 754 standard for floating point computations [14] , the computed intervals are locally optimal in the sense that every single operation results in the smallest possible interval. Consequently, the produced filters have the maximal achievable probability of success. On the other hand, interval arithmetic is still relatively fast, being roughly 3-8 times slower than floatiug-point evaluation. Our implementation of interval arithmetic is heavily influenced by that of the rounding modes of the IEEE 754 standard.
Many geometric predicates boil down to computing the sign of a determiuant. Much effort has already been made towards the exact evaluation of signs of determinants, using various specific solutions such as Clarkson's or the lattice method [6, 1, 3] , or using general solutions such as exact integer arithmetic [9] and modular arithmetic [2] . For dxd determinants, the complexities range from O(63 logd) to O(& log4 with a potentially large constant in the asymptotic bounds. For all these methods we observe that they are, practically, several orders of magnitude slower than the straightforward, inexact floating point evaluation. In this paper we engineer a fast floating-point filter for computing the sign of a determinant in time 0(cZ3) with a small constant. Our filter fails only for matrices which are singular or nearly singular. There is also a simplified filter for small dimensions, which has a weaker pr0babilit.y of success but is very fast,. As this version of the filter crucially uses divisions, semi-static or st,at,ic error computation cannot be used here.
Anot,her class of problems that we consider are geometric optimizat.ion problems solvable by linear protramming. Here the cent,ral predicate is computing the sign of a dot! product over vectors whose coordinates are determined by matrix operations, including mat,ris inversion. In [ll] , GBrtner describes an exact implement,at.ion of the simples algorithm using a semistat.ic float.ing-point filter for better efliciency. However, GMner needs to c0mput.e the inverses of the base mat,riccs n7it.h esact arithmetic. In [13] it is shown how to compute a verified inclusion for the solution of a linear system Aa: = b and the method is applied to a partially correct implementat.ion of the simplex algorithm. We present. another non-it,erative filter met.hod having the advantage that. one can stat,e an es.Tlicit condition under which the method is applicable. Here we can avoid to compube an interval inclusion for the inverse . 4-l. There are two intrinsic limitations to the use of interval arit'hmet.ic. First, interval arithmetic may fail to detect. degenerate inst,ances because of the roundoff errors. When t.he operaCons are performed exactly, the interval is reduced to a point and &is certifies that there is indeed a degeneracy. However, this only happens when the bit, length of t,he input data is small with respect to t,he machine precision. Second, although the computed int,ervals are opt~imal for every single operation, there can be a huge overestimat.ion of the error for a cascaded sequence of operations. For the specific problem of evaluating t.he sign of a determinant, the latter limitation is none: We shorn how to combine interval arit'hmet,ic v&h a post,eriori error computation to a filter whose effecbiveness decreases in practice only very slowly with t,he dimension. This means that our filter can come into effect. for mat.rices of almost arbitrarily large dimensions. The same is true for the predicates used in the simples algorithm.
Our paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we lay out a classification of filters into static, semi-static, and dynamic filters and we discuss t.heir usage in precompiled, hand-coded and fully packaged cascaded computation. In sect.ion 3 me introduce t.he basic not.ions of interval analysis and give an overview of the efficient met,hods t,o obtain verified inclusions. Here we int.roduce a heurist'ic measure of the effectiveness of interval analysis for a given esTression E. In section 4 we present a new filter for computing the sign of a determinant using a posteriori error analysis and interval arithmetic. In s&ion 5 we sket,ch how the simples algorithm can be implemented using techniques similar to those used in section 4. In section 6 the approach is validated esperimentally with a new implementation of interval arithmetic that relies on the rounding modes of the IEEE 754 standard. Beside the mentioned appli&ions we also consider other geometric predicates, such as t,hose encountered in optimization or Delaunay sweep algorithms.
Arithmetic filters
Filters are used when determining the sign of a fised espression E = E(sr , . . . ,zn). They allow to evaluate the sign in a robust manner, while being far quicker than the complete esact evaluation, in most cases. A filter never returns a wrong answer, but may fail 60 return a meaningful answer at ail (in this case returning NOIDEA).
We will focus on single precision' floating point filters, because they have a speed comparable to the simple fioating point evaluation. We distinguish mainly three kinds of such filters, described below. Somet.imes it is impossible t.o specify a good bound on the entries, but t.here is a simple formula E = E(sl, . . . , zc,) having a structure similar to E that gives a valid error bound for .a part,icular input, even when E is evaluated with single precision. E is computed dynamically, and the filter fails if ]C] 5 E; otherwise the sign of & is known safely.
Dynamic: the computation of E is carried along with the computation of E. Typically, for each operation of E, a simple rule determines the error bound for the result of that operation based on the operands and error bound on them.
Esact computation can be considered the last, of filt,ers, which never fails. The cost of the total comput,ation can then be espressed as a combination of the cost. of the different filters multiplied by their conditional probability of success. Static filters are implemented for instance in LN [lo] , semi-static in [l, 41 , and dynamic filters in EXPR [19] and LEDA [5] . Also Schewchuk approximates E up to first order error t.erms, then up to second order errors etc., until the sign can be safely determined. This procedure combines a dynamic filter according to our %3ngle precision here mew a precision of 53 bits, wed by IEEE 754 doubles. description with exact computation, since it can reduce the error to zero if needed. A static filter does the floating point evaluation of E plus one extra comparison, whose running time is usually neglectable. The cost of a semi-static filter exceeds that of a static filter by the cost of computing the error bound E, which is typically about as Jnuch as for the computation of E. Finally, the cost of a dynamic filter is a constant factor times that of the floating point evaluation.
WC now describe in detail a particular filter, which is dynamic, based on interval arithmetic.
Interval arithmetic
The major tool used within our filter is intewal a&h-mctfa The USC of interval arithmetic in the context of matrix operations was originally proposed by Moore [16] and further promoted through a research group directed by Kulisch; 3ec [13] for a recent survey of the available computational methods. In [13] , interval arithmetic is successfully applied to many basic computation tasks in numerical linear and nonlinear algebra. However, the problem considered in the present paper seems to have been overlooked so far.
Interval arithmetic deals with i&es-v& [z] = [z,z] of real numbers. These intervals may arise from uncertainty in the input (e.g., when the input is subject to imprecise measurement) as well as from approximate intermediate calculations. In fact, our interval methods can be applied when the input matrices have interval entries but in our applications the coefficients of A are given exactly, This is because we want to use interval arithmetic as a preliminary stage for exact computation. Note that for interval-type input matrices e.g. the determinant does not necessarily have a unique sign; this fact cannot be altered if we later use exact arithmetic.
The basic interval operations are defined essentially as in [13] . Namely, if both operands It turns out that the interval evaluation of expressions is not always effective, depending on the particular structure of the expression. This notion of effectiveness is related to the size of the resulting intervals, not to the time necessary to evaluate the interval expression. This is because the interval evaluation incurs only a constant overhead over the usual floating-point approximation2. Important types of expressions that are well suited for interval evaluation are dot products or inner products of vectors and the derived operations of matrix-matrix product and matrix-vector product. The following internal degree Ideg(E) E Z is a heuristic, asymptotic measure for the average number of uncertain bits of [E] and hence for the quality of the interval evaluation of E. For an expression & consisting of a single input number z we set Ideg(E) = 0 and inductively, if & is computed from expressions X, Y by the operations (+, -, *, /, ,/-J we set
In this notation, the mentioned products all have degree 1. On the other hand, many of the basic operations in linear algebra have larger degree. For example, the degree of computing det(A), the degree of computing decompositions P -A = L -U, and the degree of solving triangular systems for a d dimensional matrix are all O(d). Typically, the computed intervals are useless if Ideg(E) has the same order of magnitude than the used mantissa length p of the floating-point numbers and are very useful if Ideg(E) is a small constant. As an example 2This overhead depends on the particular platform given by hardware architecture, programming language and compiler.
for the calculat,ion of the degree we prove the following lemma. Let! us st.ress again that our notion of degree gives a pur& htxkstic Qnd asymptotic estimate of the usefulness of interval arit.hmetic. Our point is that interval arit,hmetic can be useful for expressions with small bounded degree or else if the problem has small dimension". Nevert,heless, our degree is logarithmically rec lated to the index of [4] (ii we do not count additions), and this indes gives a bound on the relat.ive error of a computation.
As we just. said, many of the most important computat,ions in linear algebra have non-constant degree. How can we save the interval method? There are several powerful complementary approaches of which we cit,e 1.
2.

the following three.
A posteriori error analysis: Compute first a candidat,e for t.he solution by conventional floating-point arit,hmetic and then use this candidate to compute an interval inclusion for t.he solution by interval arithmet.ic.
Preconditioning First. bring the problem in a form t,hat# is better suited for imerval computat.ion, by applying an appropriate preconditioning transformat.ion.
Fizpoint theorems: Reformulate the problem such hhat t.he solut,ion is expressed as the lit of an iteration process z t f(z) where f(z) has small degree in 6he unknown 2. Try to find an interval I 3For problems of large degree in large dimensions, interval arithmetic ~39 still be useful if the input data has an appropriate (sparse) structure.
such that f(1) c I can be shown (again by interval arithmetic). Now use an appropriate ilxpoint theorem like the classical one by Banach or t.he more sophisticated by Brouwer [17] and try to prove that the iteration converges to a solution contained in I.
These methods work well for many of the basic problems in numerical mathematics, including solutions of linear and nonlinear systems, global optimizat.ion and automatic differentiation [13] . However, applying the methods to the computation of a determinant is not straightforward. Why? First, the fix-point method does not seem to work: If A is a symmetric mat!rix, then we could compute the determinant as the product of the eigenvalues of A. Given an approximate eigenvector z' and an approximate eigenvalue X' of A, we could further use a Newton iteration that converges to the desired solution of (A -X1)x = 0 a~ in [13] . However, in the case of a non-symmetric matrix A, only the absolute value of det(A) is expressible by the product of the singular values of A. Hence we cannot handle the general case in this way. Second, the standard way of preconditioning in the case of a linear problem is to first mult,iply the matrix A with an approximate inverse Afnv of A and then apply e.g. Gaussian elimination to the resulting interval matrix. This is not helpful in our case because it is no easier to compute the determinant sign for the approximate inverse of A than for A it.self. However we will discuss another preconditioning transformation in the next section. The best solution that me propose uses a posteriori error analysis. 4 Computing the sign of a determinant
The problem that we consider in this section is the following. Let IF be a set of fied precision floating-point numbers. Given a matrix A E l@d over IF, compute the exact sign of det(A). This is an important problem in computational geometry since many geometric predicates are expressible by determinants. The following methods are available to compute the exact sign of any determinant A E @pd: l Clarkson's re-orthogonalieation method [6, 3] l The lattice method [l, 31 In order to apply some of these methods, it is necessary to make the matrix entries integral by multiplying the matrix with a large enough power of 2. Note that this scaling does not change the determinant's sign, but may generate integers whose bit length is more than single precision. This imposes severe restrictions especially on Clarkson's method and on the lattice method, It should be noted that in the general case, the four methods above all require multi-precision, hence there is a potentially large constant hidden in these asymptotic bounds, If the entries are substantially smaller than the maximum integer representable in F, however, Clarkaon'a algorithm incurs little overhead on top of direct floating point computation. Jf the matrix is reasonably orthogonal, the running time of the last two methods io close to O(8), these algorithms are said to be adaptive; they behave like a filter. The first two methods, however, handle all cases similarly and are not adaptive.
In this paper vre design fast floating-point filters, with running time O(8) comparable to floating point computation, without imposing any restriction on the input, The filters are effective also if the input is not representable in l@ sd. The filters fail only for matrices that are oingular or nearly singular.
4,1. A pooteriori method
One of the standard methods in numerical analysis to compute a determinant det(A) uses the LU decomposition P 0 A = L * U where P is a permutation matrix, L is lower triangular and U is upper triangular. Of course, ualng fixed precision arithmetic we will get only an approximate decomposition P*A x L-U. The determinant of P io 4~1 and can be computed without rounding error, and det(L) is 1 since the diagonal elements of L arc all equal to 1, So the product of the diagonal elementa ~t,t of U gives an approximation of fdet(A). For well-conditioned matrices this approximation is usually quite reliable. In the rest of the section we shall investigate under what circumstances we can conclude that det(P 0 A) has the same sign as jJsign(u+).
Since Step 1 was correctly completed, Step 2 can only fail because of exponent overflow.
l There seems to be no easy tvay to improve the approximate inverse B if t.he quality does not turn out to be sufficient. in Step 3. The reason is that B does not only have to be a good approximate inverse of rl, but also sign(det(B)) has to be computable exactly.
Lemma 3 Algorithm 1 takes at most d3+O(&) floatingpoint operations and d3 + O(8) interval operations (1 operation = 1 addition, + I multiplication).
Proof:
The computation of the LU decomposition takes d3/3 -i-O(&) operations, and so does each inversion of a triangular matrix. Computing the product of a full matrix tit.h a triangular matrix bakes d3/2 + O(a) operations. All obher comput.ations require only O(8) operations. I Let, us now give a rough estimate for the running time of algorithm 1 with respect t,o the ur&lt~ered evaluation of sign(det(d)) M sign(det(P)) n, sign(ui,i) ("naive algorit,hm"). Hammer et al. [13] report that interval compubations roughly hake double time than ordinary floating-point calculations. In our on?l C++ implementat,ion, t,his (clearly optimal) overhead was for matrix computat,ions only nearly achieved; an overhead factor of about. 3 -4 is realistic, though. Our measurements shon,ed t.hat algorit.hm 1 takes in fact 9 -12 times longer t,han t,he naive algorithm.
Naive interval arithmetic
Algorithm 1 is applicable even for very large dimensions; it. was successfully tested up to d = 800. On the other hand, many applicat.ions, e.g. in computational geomebry, are small-dimensional (d 5 25). For small dimensions, an overhead factor of about 10 is not alWays bet,ter t.han the overhead that we get using one of t,he esact algorithms. However', remember that for those cases t,he straight evaluation of the determinant in interval arit,hmet.ic is possible. Hence Fve propose the folloming alternative algorit.hm. Remarks: l Step 1 can always be completed, since the division by a "pivot? interval containing 0 is a regular operat.ion that. results in [-oo, KI].
l The lower triangular part, [L] does not have to be computed explicitly, since it is not needed in the sign calculation.
If algorithm 2 returns a result, it allvays outperforms algorithm 1. We measured that algorithm 2 is only at most 2.6 times slower t,han with naive floating point calculation, for random entries and dimensions 5 -40. On the other hand, algorithm 1 has a higher probability of success since the computed intervals are smaller. See section 6 for detailed measurements. Algorithm 2 is best applied to matrices of small dimension. However, for large matrices with a special structure, like certain sparse mat.rices, diagonally dominant matrices and block matrices of small block size, it might still be useful. Note that algorithm 2 cannot be enhanced by the standard trick of multiplying A Ivith an approximate inverse Airae to make it diagonally dominant. As already mentioned, it is as hard to compute the sign of det(&,) as that of det(A). Another possible preconditioning matrix is Li,,,P where Lilnv is an approximate inverse of L whose determinant, is known to be 1. In fact, the resulting interval inclusion [o] of Li,,Pd is nearly upper triangular. Unfortunately, the follotig Gaussian elimination that makes [o] truly upper triangular incurs intervals that are even larger than those obtained by doing Gaussian elimination directfly on A. We do not know how to 6nd a preconditioning matrix nrhose determinant is both easy to compute and leads to reduced interval sizes.
For the sake of completeness, we sketch honr to compute not only the sign of the determinant but a&o a verified enclosure for the vake of the determinant. We need a slightly stronger version of Lemma 2 that uses the Euclidean matrix norm. Our new algorithm 1 is an effective mechanism to filter out "easy" cases of the sign determination. The , algorithm is attractive because of its numerical quality (it fails only for nearly singular matrices) and because it is not restricted in the dimension (other filters work only for small dimensions). If the input matrix A has arbitrary floating-point entries, it is often much more elllcient than the exact methods.
There are also certain restrictions to the interval method, First of all, interval arithmetic almost always fails if the matrix is singular or nearly singular. In such casca the user should apply one of the exact algorithms. Second, the interval method of algorithm 1 can in general not benefit (much) from sparsity in the matrix A. This is because it computes an approximate inverse of A, which is usually a dense matrix. On the other hand, algorithm 2 can often profit from sparsity, but it is essentially restricted to small dimensions. It is an open problem how 'to design a more efficient filter for computing the determinant sign of general large sparse matrices. 5 Filters for the exact simplex algorithm
In a paper to appear in SODA'98 [ll] , G%rtner discusses an exact implementation of the revised simplex algorithm. The optimization problem he considers is in the standard form (LPI maximize T z=c *x subject to Aa: = b and x 2 0, where A is an m x n matrix, c, z are n-vectors, b is an mvector, and we assume m < n. The latter assumption is realistic for geometric optimization problems such as the smallest enclosing annulus of n points in lR+ (m = d+ 2 variables, n constraints), or the largest disk in the kernel of a simple n-vertex polygon (m = 3).
One iteration of the revised simplex algorithm consists of three parts, the @icing step where an index i is chosen that enters the basis, the ratio test where an index 9 is chosen that leaves the basis to be replaced by i, and the update step where the auxiliary data structures are adapted to the new basis.
G&rtner achieves the correctness of his implementation by using exact computation for the critical steps of the simplex algorithm. These steps are (1) checking the consistency of the chosen candidate for the index i in the pricing step, and (2) the ratio test. To achieve efficiency, GBrtner computes a candidate for the index i by straightforward floating point computation. To make this approach even more appealing, G%rtner uses the pricing strategy partid reduced cost pricing going back to Dantzig and Clarkson. With this strategy, the pricing step dominates the running time of the simplex algorithm and hence the fraction of exact computation is minimized, taking advantage of m < n. Moreover, this pricing strategy allows to use a semi-static floating point filter to reduce the time penalty of exact computation.
However, GZrtner always computes the inverse of the base matrix by exact arithmetic. This is because in the computation of the inverse, as G%tner puts it, "the error bounds obtained from interval arithmetic are typically a gross overestimate, making them too large to be useful even for small values of m." In fact, it does not make much sense to compute an interval inclusion of the base inverse using e.g. direct Gauss-Jordan elimination. Again, the trick is to reduce the arithmetic degree, i.e. the interval degree of the computation. Here one can choose among the three basic interval methods mentioned in the section 3, which are (1) a posteriori error analysis, (2) preconditioning, and (3) the use of appropriate fixed point theorems. The last option has already been discussed extensively in the literature on interval computation [13] and has shown to be effective. In this paper we sketch the application of the first method that relies on the following lemma. We remark that in principle we could use the m&ix [D] to replace t.he system A . z = b by its "precondit,ioned" interval version [D] . z = [B -b] and then solve t,he lat,ter system. This is not a great idea, though, because t,hen we would have t,o use Gaussian elimination at least once for each iteration of the simples alg0rit.h.m. As Lemma 6 shows, t.his effort would be wasted.
Another possible interval approach to linear progamming is to maintain an inclusion [Al-l] for the inverse of t.he base mat.ris M. Using plain Gaussian elimination we would get! an interval degree 2d, so this is not an option. It turns out that we can use the same argumentation as in Lemma 6 to get the desired inclusion. The following lemma is a variant of [17] , Theorem 4.1.11. where t,he last estimate again follows by applying Lemma 2 to t,he matris F = I -BA. I "In the computation of the defect interval we do not strictly need our packaged interval arithmetic since it is enough to evaluate BA once rounding towards +co and once rounding tow&s --cu.
Here the advantage is that is that the inclusion of t,he inverse can be updated by a single interval matrix mul-
A disadvantage is that, if we only have the inclusion [M-l] at hand and not the defect matrix [I -D], we cannot use semi-static filtering in the pricing step and in the ratio test. This is becauee a semi-static filter needs the input quantities esact,ly or rounded to the nest floating point value. In cont,rast, by the first method above using [I -D] we can start with a semi-static filter similar to that used by Gbtner; only when this filter fails, we use dynamically computed intervals.
It is not clear which of the two mentioned strat,egies of a posteriori error analysis is superior for interval linear programming: we believe that it is necessary to carefully implement and compare both to decide that question. Note that the intervals obtained with each of the two methods are much smaller than if we used interval arithmetic for direct Gaussian eliminat,ion. In practice, we do not expect to resort to exact computation except for degenerate cases. We therefore hope to keep the cost almost the same as that of the floating point implementation.
Experimental Validation
We experiment our filter in a variety of settings encountered by geometric algorithms. In this paper, we have not investigated the practical efficiency of our filters for solving linear problems. by setting z = A(:+y) and P = A(E+-ji>. Subtraction is implemented very similarly. Multiplications and divisions are slightly more complex because they require some case distinctions for the various possible signs of :,z,;Y,~. The advantage of taking the negative of the lowe?mterval bounds is that within a sequence of operations the rounding mode never has to be adjusted, if initially set to +co. For a geometric predicate this means that that the rounding mode is set manually outside the interval operators in the beginning of the computation and reset afterwards to avoid side effects. We call this implementation "OutFilter". We also provided an implementation called "InFilter" that is more safe against misuse since here the rounding mode is automatically set and reset within each operator call. various filters, compared to the pure floating point computation.
We evaluate the semi-static filters given in [4] , the semi-static error bound being evaluated once only for the entire predicate in "Semi-static," and once for each operation in LLFpFilter."
Beside our new filter types "OutFilter" and "InFilter" we also tested two other, completely different dynamic filters called "AbsFilter" and "RelFilter" that use standard error analysis to dynamically compute absolute and relative errors, respectively.
The considered predicates are the standard orientation and in-sphere predicates, and a specific in-circle predicate for the Voronoi diagram of line segments that aslcs whether a point in the circle circumscribed to two lines and a point site. The latter predicate involves three square root operations but no divisions. The benchmarks of table 2 were made on a Ultra Spare 200 MHz, with the GNU compiler using the flag -02.
Insphere Orient Orient Incircle ~~ Table 2 : Running time overhead caused by the use of various filters, compared to the the static filter (pure floating-point computation). The time taken by other computations in case of filter failure is not taken into account, AR our experiments show, the variant "OutFilter" is always the fastest, Hence in all other experiments, we use only this filter variant. Table 2 documents only differences in the running times, without accounting for the other computations in case of failure. Moreover, the filters have different probabilities of success. For a fair comparison, one needs to evaluate them within some geometric algorithm. This is the topic of both sections below.
Computing determinants.
We investigate the efficacy of our interval filter for computing signs of nearly degenerate determinants. Our test determinants have all floating point entries near to 1 but with a random perturbation of size 5 2-P, i.e., after the pth bit. A meaningful parameter to investigate the quality of the filter is the average value k of the parameter p such that failure rate gets above 50%. In table 1 me display this number k, first for the naive method and then for the a posteriori method. A dashed entry means "fails always." And in a sweep algorithm for Voronoi. We have incorporated a floating point filter into our implementation of the sweep algorithm for building Voronoi diagrams [8] . The predicates involve orientation tests, comparing the ordinates of a point and of an intersection of two parabolae, and comparing between elements of a set of abscissae of points or maximum abscissae of circumscribed circles. The latter is the more demanding predicate as it uses square roots and has Ideg 4, but its exact computation with integers would require 20-fold precision.
We ran the program on a variety of configurations. The first configuration is raudom; the second is a perturbed grid and the third is a perturbed circle; Anally, we ran the program on a degenerate circle. All numbers were generated on 53 bits between i and 1, and perturbed by E E [lo -7, 10D2] . We compare our dynamic filter with the semi-static filter of [4] .
There was no great difference in the overall running time between using the dynamic filter and using the semi-static filter. The time spent specifically in the arithmetic operations was only twice/three times more for the interval filter than for the semi-static filter. Neither filter made a mistake on the random cases, nor did the standard floating point implementation. More interestingly, on perturbed grid or circle, we clearly demonstrate the efficiency of the interval filter, which rarely fails, whereas the static filter shows the weakness of its bounds. For perturbed circular configurations, the interval titer needs a perturbation smaller than lo-lo to fail at least once consistently. We give in table 3 the number of failures of both filters on these two cases. Since we didn't use exact arithmetic, the dashes indicate when the floating point computation failed. Interestingly, we saw that the median value of the interval may be a more stable approximation than the floating point computation.
In the case of degenerate points, neither filter cau of course detect the degeneracies, but they have similar running times. 
Conclusions
The best, prior art proposes stat.ic filters to low-dimensional primitives dealing only wit.h integer entries [I, 3, 6, 101, or to rat.ional2d and 3d primitives when dealing with floating-point ent.ries [lS] . Our solution is powerful as it, avoids the overestimation of errors induced by st,at,ic bounds and is efficient, i.e., always less than an order of magnitude slower than the straightforward floating-point. implementation.
Unlike previous filters, it' can handle square roots and divisions. Square roots are needed for inst,ance in computing the Voronoi diagram of a set. of point,s or line segments, and divisions are needed in t.he efficient. comput.ation of the sign of a large determinant. For the latter problem, our filter is 6he first that works for arbitrary dimensions.
For lovwliiensional geometry, we have packaged this filter for 6he CGAL library. Esperiments show that it is only lit,tle slower than t,he semi-static filter when used in a predicat'e and with a precompiler such as [4] , but that it rarely fails on non-degenerate instances that make the semi-stat.ic filter fail. Hence, we recommend interval arithmet.ic as t,he ultimate level of filter before resorting to efficient esacb arithmetic. In most cases, we expect that resort.ing to exact arithmetic will not be needed.
